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The existence of “universal connections” from which all connections on principal 
bundle-s can be induced was obtained by Narasimhan and Ramanan. In this paper 
we consider the case of smooth vector bundles without additional structure and 
prove a classification theorem. ?Z 19X6 Acadcmrc Press. Inc 
First, for a fixed integer n = 0, l,... a sequence of vector bundles 5”~~ over 
smooth manifolds Pk is described, where n is the dimension of the fiber 
and k = n, n + l,...; each (n-k is equipped with a connection wk. Second, 
given a bundle r over N with a connection V, we define the equivalence 
relation of V-homotopy between C” maps from a manifold M into N. 
Denote by [M, N], the resulting set of equivalence classes. 
The classification theorem states that there is a natural bijection form 
lim k _ a, CM, Pk]vl,k onto the set of isomorphism classes of n-dimensional 
bundles-with-connections over M. In other words, the bundles tn.’ with 
their connections V”ek are universal bundles-with-connection just as the 
canonical plane bundles over the grassmannians are universal vector 
bundles. The main difference is the liner notion of homotopy, namely 
V-homotopy. 
There are natural projections from P”.’ to the corresponding Grassmann 
manifolds G”*k. The proof of Theorem 1.1 yields that given a connection on 
a vector bundle over M the compositions of its classifying maps with these 
projections form a residual set in C”(M, GnSk) for k large enough. 
We use standard notation. In particular, TM is the tangent bundle of a 
smooth ( = Cm) manifold M, P(M, N) is the set of smooth maps between 
two manifolds M, N, and Tf: TM+ TN is the tangent map of 
f E Cm(M, N). “Bundle” means C” vector bundle over a paracompact 
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manifold. If q -+ M is a bundle then r,tX is the fiber at X, f-( U, q) is the set of 
smooth sections over (I c M, and f,(q) is the set of germs at .Y of smooth 
sections. 
A bundle homomorphism (resp. a strict morphism) (h, g): q + f is a pair 
of smooth maps h: M + &?, g: q + yI commuting with projections q + M, 
4 + A with g linear on each fiber (resp. g, a linear isomorphism from each 
qX into qhcx)). Strict morphisms pull back connections: V* = (h, g)*V is the 
connection on q --+ M induced from V on Q -+ A by (h, g). Sometimes we 
write (q, V) -+ M to indicate that V is a connection on the bundle r] + M 
and say that (r,~, V) is a “bundle-with-connection.” Issomorphism between 
bundles-with-connection is clear: the connections are induced by each 
other under a bundle isomorphism. 
1. THE CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 
Universal Bundles with Connection 
Let F be a finite dimensional real vector space, k = dim F, and n a non- 
negative integer with n d k. We denote by P = P”(F) the subset of End(F) 
consisting of all projections of rank n, i.e., all PE End(F) such that p2 =p 
and dim p(F) = n. It is a routine matter to verify that P is a smooth sub- 
manifold of End(F) of dimension 2n(k -n). 
Denote by { = t”(F) the set < c P x F consisting of all pairs (p, v) such 
that pv = v. The first projection [ + P makes < into an n-dimensional C” 
vector bundle over P which will be called the universal bundle of type (n, F). 
The universal bundle-with-connection of type (n, F) is the bundle l= r”(F) 
provided with the connection V = V”(F) defined as follows: for XE TP, and 
a(q) = (q, s(q)) a section of cl around p (so that s is a function defined near 
p with values in F), we set V,a = (p, p(Xs)). More explicitly, if c(t) is a 
curve in P with X=dc/dt at t =O, then V,a= (p, v), where 
v=p((d/dt)s(c(t))l,=,). 
Let q -+ M be a C” bundle of dimension n and let V be a connection on 
q. An F-classification (or a classifying map) for V is a strict morphism 
such that V is the connection induced by the universal connection under 
(h, g), i.e., 
V = (h, g)*V”(F). 
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1.1. THEOREM. Let n + M be a smooth vector bundle of dimension n on a 
manifold M of dimension m, and let F be a vector space. If 
dim F> n + nm + m, then any connection on n has F-classifications. 
In other words, the bundles-with-connection r”(F), V”(F) are in fact 
universal. The proof of this theorem is given in the next section where we 
show that there is an abundance of F-classifications for each given connec- 
tion. 
V-Homo topy 
Let M x R= {(x, y); XE M, YE M} be the product of two smooth 
manifolds M, #. For each (x, y) E M x &? we identify TM, and TM, to 
subspaces of T(M x M),,,,. It follows that each tangent field Z on M can 
be identified to a tangent field on M x li;i which is “independent of y,” 
defined by the rule Z,X,v) = Z,. Similar statements hold for tangent fields W 
on M x ,i? which are “independent of x.” If Z (resp. W) is independent of y 
(resp. of x), then they commute [Z, W] = 0. 
Suppose that (q, V) is a bundle with connection on M x I@. By definition, 
V is separated if for any pair of fields Z, W with Z independent of y and W 
independent of x, the operators V, and V, commute, i.e., [V,, V,] G = 0 
for all sections r.7 of q. In terms of the curvature 
R(X, Y)= [V,,V,] -V,,,, of V we have: 
1.2. V is separated tf and only of at each (x, y) E M x M the cur- 
vature R of V satisfies R( X, Y) = 0 for any X E TM,, YE TM,. 
The special case where ,i? is an interval li;r= I= {t; a G t < b} is of 
interest below. The tangent field d/t3 defined by (a/&) f = zf/at is indepen- 
dent of x, and a connection is separated if and only if R(Z, a/at) = 0 for 
any field Z independent of t. 
Suppose now that (c, V) is a lixed bundle-with-connection on the 
manifold N. The notion of V-homotopy for maps into N is defined as 
follows: 
1.3. DEFINITION. (i) A C” map H: M x I-+ N is a straight homotopy (or 
simply V-straight or a V-homotopy) if the induced connection H*V on the 
induced bundle H*[ + M x I is a separated connection. (ii) Two C” maps 
@, H’: M+ N are V-homotopic if there is a V-homotopy H joining p to 
H’. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. V-homotopy is an equivalence relation on the set 
C”(M, N) of C” maps from M into N. 
Proof: First assume that H: M x I + N is a C” homotopy joining @ to 
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H’. Let cp: I + I be a C” function with cp( f) = 0 for I near a and cp( r) = 1 for 
r near h, and define H’(x, 1) = H(x, q(f)). Clearly H’ is also a C” 
homotopy joining @ and H’ and the curvatures R and R’ induced by H 
and H’ satisfy 
R’(X, a/at) = (dq/dt) R(X, a/at) 
for all X E TM. Hence H’ is V-straight if H is V-straight and this is all that 
is needed to show that V-homotopy is transitive. 
The classes in C”(M, N) modulo V-homotopy will be called V-homotopy 
classes and the set of these classes will be denoted by [M, IV],. 
It is natural to introduce now categories W,, of n-dimensional smooth vec- 
tor bundles with connections (over paracompact manifolds) as follows: the 
objects of ‘X,, are the pairs (q, V), where V is a connection on the n-dimen- 
sional bundle q + A4 and the morphism from (7, V) into (f, V) are the 
strict morphisms (h, g): q -+ q such that V= (h, g)*V. Composition of 
morphisms is obvious. 
Define next a contravariant functor L, from A, the category of 
paracompact differentiable manifolds, into Ens, the category of sets, by the 
rule: L,(M) is the set of isomorphism classes of bundles-with-connection in 
59” with base M. Observe that the constructions of induced bundle and 
induced connection show that L, is a functor. 
The main objective of this work (stated formally in 1.6) is to show that 
L, is representable in the following sense. First, every f: M + P”( R’) deter- 
mines an element of L,(M), namely the class of f*(c”(R”)), f*(V”(W)). 
The resulting maps 
C”(M, P”(Rk)) + L,(M) 
factor through [M, P”(Rk)] v”(w~) to give well defined maps 
pk: [M, PyRk)]v”(Rk) -+ L,(M) (l-5) 
(this is proved in 1.7) compatible with the maps 
induced by the inclusions Rk c R’ for k < 1. 
1.6. THEOREM. Denoting 
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the map p” = lim, -t a, p”sk from [M, P”(RO”)]V.(RIj into f.,(M) is a natural 
equivalence of functors. 
Observe that Theorem 1.1 shows that pnvk is onto for 
k 2 n + (n + 1) dim M, so that p” is onto: The fact that it is also one-to-one 
is proved in Section 4. 
We close this section with the proof that p”vk is well defined. 
1.7. The isomorphism class of the bundle with connection f *(t”(F)), 
f *(V”( F)) depends only on the V-homotopy class off: M + P”(F). 
Proof Suppose that f = I#‘, where H(x, z)= H’(x) is a V-homotopy 
Mx I+ P”(F). Set (t*, V*) = H*(<“(F), V”(F)), (r*‘, V*‘) = restriction of 
(t*,V*) to Mx {l}, and let T: r*“+[*” denote parallel transport along 
vertical lines c(t) = (x, 1). 
If X is a field independent of t and c a section of t*O then the hypothesis 
VXVz,z, = V,,,,V, and uniqueness of parallel transport give Vz’ TO = rVz” 
which proves that the isomorphism T: t*O + <*’ carries V*O into V*l, as 
desired. 
2. EXISTENCE OF CLASSIFYING MAPS 
After some preliminaries, this section contains the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Throughout we assume that q + M is a fixed n-dimensional bundle over an 
m-dimensional manifold M, with a connection V. Also, F will be a fixed 
vector space of dimension k >n, and we abbreviate P= P”(F), 5 = t”(F). 
For the validity of Theorem 1.1 a further restriction is imposed later on k. 
An Auxiliary Bundle with Connection 
Denote by rj + M the bundle of linear maps qX + F, i.e., 
q, = Hom(q,, F); clearly 4 is isomorphic to the W_hitney sum of k copies of 
the dual of q. Observe that V has a “transpose” V on G defined by 
(Vxcs) 2 = X(&J) - G(x)(V,a) (2.1) 
for XE TM,, 6 E r,(q), and ZEN,, where UE f,(q) is any local section 
satisfying a(x) = z. The right-hand side H(a) = X( 6a) - G(x)(V,o) in (2.1) 
satisfies H(fa) = f (x) II(_o) for all f E f, so that it depends only on 
a(x) = z; this shows that V,6 is a well defined linear map from t/X into F. It 
is easy to see that a is a connection on q. 
We give now a convenient explicit expression for local trivializations of 
the bundle J’(q) of l-jets of smooth sections of 4. Suppose that UC M is 
open, x E U, and that G: q I,, + E is a trivialization of q over U, where E is 
an n-dimensional vector space. 
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For 6 E I’,(rj) define linear maps II/: E + F and K: TM,@ E + F by 
$G, = 6(x) 
K(X@v)= (f&3) z 
(2.2) 
where z E q ~ and Gz = v. The pair ($, K) depends only on the l-jet w  =j’S 
of 6 at x, as the definition shows. Moreover if we set 
C,=EQTM,QE 
(1/1+K)(u,X6v)=$u+ K(XOv), 
the resulting linear map 
J’(d), -, Hom(C,, F) 
w+$+K 
is an isomorphism (this follows from standard arguments). 
Assume further that TM is trivial on U and that we have identified 
TM I(/ = U x [Wm. This produces an isomorphism 
J’(fj)lu- UxHom(C,F) (2.3) 
where C = E@ R” @ E. These isomorphisms, for a family of U covering M, 
are the promised local trivializations of J’(q). 
Under a second trivialization G’: q I(;. -+ E’ and using the same iden- 
tification TM I(.’ = U x R” on U n II’, the linear map I/I’ + K’: c’ + F 




where a: U n u’ 4 Hom(E, E’) is the transition map rx = G:G;-’ and 
where da-‘: TM, + Hom(E’, E) is interpreted as a map from TM, 63 E 
into E. 
Using (2.4) we get 
and therefore the image (II/’ + K’) C’ is contained in the image ($ + K) C. 
By symmetry they coincide, and therefore the integer 
r(w) = dim($ + K) C 
is independent of the trivialization used. We refer to T(W) as the rank of the 
l-jet WEJ’(@). Clearly O<r(w)Sn+nm. 
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Remark. Using (2.1) in the form 
K(X@ t.) + $G(V,o) = X(&J) 
where t‘ = Cc(x), one can prove that ($I + K) C coincides with the subspace 
S(w) c F generated by the elements X(&r), where X varies in TM,, CJ varies 
in T,(q), and 6 E f,(q) satisfies j’S = w  at x. Since S(w) is intrinsically 
defined by w  so is its rank r(w). 
Srrict Morphisms 
A strict morphism (h,g) with diagram 
rt-,i. 
I I h 
U-P 
is characterized by a factorization of the identity of q through the product 
bundle MxF. In fact, for XEM let iX:qX+F, pX:F-+qy be the com- 
positions 
Then 1 E Hom(q, M x F) and p E Hom(M x F, q) are bundle homomqr- 
phisms that satisfy 
~~~1,~ = identity of q ~ for each x E M. (2.5) 
Conversely, a pair (A, p) E Hom(q, M x F) x Hom(M x F, q) satisfying 
(2.5) determines a strict morphism by h(x) = /l.,px and g,u = (h(x), I..+). 
We use indistinctly (h, g) or (2, p). 
We begin now the proof_ of Theorem 1.1. Observe that 
Hom(q, M x F) = T(M, ii) so that VXA makes sense for 1 E Hom(q, M x F). 
Write simply 62. for the form with value v,,I at XE TM. 
2.6. The connection V* = (A, p)*V”(F) satisfies 
v*-v=pvi. 
Proof. By definition V$a = pX(%a). Applying 0 to i gives 
(V,i) a(x) = X(h) - /iVxa 
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and therefore 
p(V,.i) a(x) = pX(ia) - @.V,a = Vza - V,a 
as claimed. 
Thus a pair (I., cl) in Hom(q, Mx F)x Hom(Mx F, q) is an F- 
classification for V (i.e., V = V*) if and only if 
pk = 2, p(VxA) z = 0 (2.7) 
for all xEM,zEq,,and XETM,. 
Suppose now that i E Hom(q, M x F) is a candidate for first element of 
an F-classification (& p) of V. Then 
dim i.,(qX) = n (2.8a) 
since A, must be injective. In view of (2.7) it is reasonable to require 
j-.,(rl,)nS,= (01 (2.8b) 
where S,C c F is the subspace generated by the (0, A) z as X varies in TM, 
and z varies in nr. Finally it is convenient to require also that S, have the 
largest possible dimension, i.e., 
where m = dim M. 
dim S,X = nm (2.8~) 
The key steps in the proof of Theorem 1.1 are the following two remarks: 
2.9. I” 1 E Hom(q, M x F) satisfies (2.8a), (2.8b) and (2.8~) at each 
XE M, then pe Hom(Mx F, q) can be found so that (I+, p) is an F- 
classification of V. 
ProojI Pick an inner product in F. For each x E M set p(u) = 2.; ‘(u) for 
u~%,(tl,), P=O on S,, and p=O on the orthogonal subspace of 
i..(qX)@S, in F. The conditions guarantee that p is smooth, and (2.7) 
holds by definition. 
2.10. At each XE M, ,4 satisfies (2,8a), (2.8b) and (2.8~) ifand only 
if the 1-jetj’J has rank r(j’l) = n +nm. 
Proof: Pick a trivialization of J’(q) on U c M of the type described 
above, and let $, K correspond to i’i at XE M. By definition (2.2) 
i.,(r],) = image($), S, = image(K), whence 
image( $ + K) c i.,(q.v) + S,. 
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Hence r(i’i.) = dim image(L + K) = n + nm together with dim J,(q,) 6 n, 
dim S, < nm implies that dim I.,(qx) = n, dim S, = nm, and that I.,(q,) + S, 
is a direct sum: this is the desired conclusion. 
2.11. If k 2 n + nm + m, the set B c f(A4, fj) of global sections I 
satisfying r( j’i) = n + nm at each x E M is open and dense for the Whitney 
C’ topology on f(M, $. 
It is clear that 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11 imply Theorem 1.1. 
ProoJof2.11. An easy argument shows that B is open. We prove that B 
is dense as follows. For I = 0, l,..., n + nm let W,c J’(q) be the set of l-jets 
of rank f. We claim that W, is a smooth submanifold of J’(q). The 
statement being local we may assume that M is an open subset of R”, that 
9 = M x E, and that J’(q) is the product bundle M x Hom(C, F), where 
C = E@ R” @ E. Then W,= M x H,, where H,c Hom(C, F) is the set of 
linear maps KC --) F with rank(t) = dim t(C) = 1. It is a standard fact 
that H, is a smooth submanifold of Hom(C, F). Using dim H,= 
/(dim C + dim F- /) we may sum up these remarks as follows: 
2.12. For each l=O, l,..., n + nm the set W, is a smooth submanijbld 
of J’(q) of codimension (n + nm - f)(k - I). In particular if k < n + nm + m 
and I < n + nm - 1 the codimension of W, in J’(q) is strictly larger than m. 
The jet version of the transversality theorem for bundle sections 
[7, Theorem lc, p. 7393 applies in the case k > n + nm + m to give that the 
sections i. whose 1 -jet at each point is not in any W,, 0 6 I < n + nm - 1, 
form a residual (in particular, dense) set. But these are precisely the sec- 
tions whose l-jet has maximum rank n + nm at all points, i.e., the elements 
of B in 2.11. 
3. THE CURVATURE OF THE UNIVERSAL CONNECTIONS 
We calculate now the curvature of the connection V =V”(F) on the 
bundle < = r”(F) over P = P”(F). 
First observe that using the inclusion P c End(F) we can identify the 
tangent space TP, at p E P to the subspace of End(F) = T End( F)p formed 
by the linear maps X: F-P F satisfying Xp +pX= X. Due to the resulting 
dual nature of such X it is sometimes unavoidable to distinguish 
notationally the two cases: we write X[ f ] to indicate the value of X as a 
derivation on functions or germs f defined on P (with values in R or a vec- 
tor space), and Xr or X(v) for the value of the endomorphism X on v E F. 
The usual operations can be defined on differential forms with values in 
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an W-algebra like End(F): the exterior product Q, A o2 of two forms 
o,, co2 (defined by 20, A 02(X, Y) = o,(X) 02(Y) - o,( Y) w2(X) when w, 
and w2 are l-forms and similarly for higher order forms), the differential 
ds and, iff is an End(F)-valued function, the productsSo and of‘ obtained 
by pointwise multiplication in End(F). 
In particular, considering the variable PEP as the inclusion function 
PC End(F), its differential dp is the l-form on P with values in End(F) that 
produces the inclusion TP, c End(F), i.e., &(A’) = X for XE TP,. Clearly 
prip and dpp (= (dp)p) have the values (pdp) X=pX and (dpp)X=Xp; 
from p2 = p we get dp = pdp + dpp and therefore pdpp = 0. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. The curvature R of the universal connection on t”(F) 
has the value 
R = 2pdp A dpp, 
i.e., for A’, YE TP, and v E F in the range of p, 
R(X, Y)(p, c) = (P, Gpdp * dpp)(X Y) t’). 
Proof: Let f be a function from a neighborhood of PE P into F satisfy- 
ing qf(q) =f (q) for q near p, and let WE TP,. Then 
Wf I= Wdlf(s)l = WYSI f(P) + PWf 1 
= V(P)+PWrf 1 
and therefore W”(p) and pW[f] are the components of W[/] in the 
direct sum decomposition F = ker( p) 0 im( p). 
For X, Y vector field around p and the local section a(q) = (q, f (9)) of 5 
we compute 
(V,a)(q) = (97 qY,Cf I) 
(V,V,a)p= (PV P~,cqY,cf 11) 
= (P3 P(X, YJf I+ PWY),f )) 
= (Pv PX” Y,Cf 1 +p(XY),f) 
where (XY), is the composition of the differential operators X, Y at p. 
Since YJf] = Y,f(p)+PY,[f] and pX,,p=O we conclude 
(v*bJ)P=(P9P&Y,f(P)+P(XY),f). 
Using the corresponding expression for V,V,va we get for the curvature 
R(X, Y) =V,V,-V,V,-V,, ,,, the value 
R(X Y)a=(P,P(X,Y,- YJ,)f(P)). 
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= Iup yp - yp qJu-(P) 
and equality follows. 
Remark. More generally, for u E F arbitrary 
R(X, Y)(P, P) = (~7 (2~4 A 4v)(X Y) 0). 
4. PROOF OF THE CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 
Let $) + M, q’ + M be vector bundles of dimension n provided with 
strict morphisms 
and for i= 0, 1 denote by (I.‘, pi) the corresponding pairs in 
Hom(#, M x F’) x Hom(M x F, vi) (see Sect. 2), so that hi= 1’,u’, 
$1.’ = identity, etc. Also denote by Vi = (Ai, $)*V”(F) the induced connec- 
tions given by Vka = p’X(l’a). 
Let now @:~“+~’ be a bundle isomorphism and define 
Q + = ).‘@p’: M -+ Hom(F, F’), a = ,IO@-‘p’: M + Hom(F’, F). 
4.1. @ carries V” into V’ if and only if 
u+dh’=h’da+ and a-dh’ = hoda . (4.la) 
Proof: The condition that @ carries V” into V’ is 
@pOX(i.‘a) = p’X(l’@a) (4.lb) 
for all XE TM,, a E f,(q’). If f is the function (from M into F) given by 
f= %‘a then a = p”f and 
Op’X( ).‘a) = @p”X( h”f ) 
= @p”X(ho) f+ @p”hoX(f) 
= Op”X(ho) f+ @pox(f), 
p’X(A’@a) = ~‘X(J.‘@~“j-) 
=p’X(a+)f+p’a+X(f). 
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Multiplying these equalities on the left by i.’ and using (4.1 b) yields 
a+X(h”)f+a+X(f)=h’X(a’)f+h’r’X(/). 
Since h’r+ = /l’~‘A’@~‘O = ,I’4$‘= a + we get the first equation 
a+X(h”) = h’X(a+) in (4.1 b); the same reasoning applied to @- ’ gives the 
second equation. 
Reversing the argument (left multiplication by 3.’ can be cancelled since 
i.’ is injective) proves that (4.1 b) follows from (4.la). 
Remark. For the sake of consistency we assume that dh” is calculated 
interpreting ho: M + P”(p) as having values in End(p); the product 
a + dh” is then defined by the composition map 
Hom(F”, F’) x End(p) + Hom(F”, F’). 
Similar conventions apply to d/r’. 
Define E: Mx/+ P”(F’@F’) by 
h”(x, 1) = 
( 
cos2 W(x) a+(x) cos t sin [a-(x) 
cos t sin ta + (x) sin* fa + (x) 2 (x) ) 
(4.2) 
where I= [0, n/2]. 
4.3. If @ carries V” into V’ then h’ is a sfraight homotopy for the 
universal connection V”(P $ F’ ). 
Proof: In view of Proposition 3.1 we have to prove that the 
End(F’@ F’ )-valued form R* = 2E& A L&K vanishes on pairs (a/at, X) for 
XE TM arbitrary. 
For WE T(M x I) and /I a k-form on M x I use WJ fi to denote the 
(k - 1)-form obtained by “contracting the first index”: ( WJ /II) 
(WI, W, ,..., W,- ,) = /?( W, WI, W, ,..., W, ‘). In particular, 
WJ R* = R[ WJd& a%] h’, (4.3a) 
where [A,,A,]=A,A,-A,A, for A,,A, in End(p@F’). 




C,a + S*a+a- > 
C’(da-z+ +a-da+) CSda - 
CSda + S2(da+a- +a+da-) > 
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so that U: A4 + End(P @3 F’ ) and o is an End( P @ F’ )-valued l-form on 
M. Direct calculation shows that 
dL=udt+o (4.3b) 
and since w  has no dt component we have 
(a/at) J dK= u. (4.3c) 
Hence using (4.3a), (4.3b), and (4.3~) we get 
(d/at) _I R* = i;[u, o] &. (4.3d) 
Finally, using a-da+a-=O, r+dt(-a+ =O, a-a+a =a-, and 
a+a-a+ =a+, a routine calculation shows that i;uo =0 and &xu=O, 
whence R[u, o] =0 and from (4.3d) the desired result (c?/dt) J R* =0 
follows. 
The meaning of 4.3 is the following: 
4.4. If ho: M -, P”(p) and h’: A4 + P”( F’) induce isomorphic 
bundles-with-connection, then go: A4 + P”(F“@ F’) and &‘: A4 + P”(p@ F’) 
are V-homotopic with respect to V”( F @ F’), where 
This is essentially the content of Theorem 1.6. The remainder of the sec- 
tion is devoted to the simple necessary details to prove Theorem 1.6 as 
stated in Section 1. 
Fix n = 0, l,... and for i = n, n + l,... abbreviate Pti) = P”( BB’), <(j’ = r”(W), 
Vi) = Vn(Ri). For n < i<j let i.,: R’ -+ Rj and pLli: Rj + R’ denote the 
inclusion (x, ,..., xi) + (x, ,..., xi, 0 ,..., 0) and the projection (x, ,..., xj) + 
(X I 7..., xi), respectively. Composition with %ii and pLii gives a strict morphism 
1 h., 1 
P(i) - p’l’ 
which induces Vi) from V(j). With the notation of Section 1 (notably (1.5) 
and Theorem 1.6), the diagram commutes 
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I.,(M) 
where d,, is composition with h,. 
Suppose that jO: M + PCk) and 1; : M + Pk) have the same image in 
L,(M). According to 4.4 the maps 
from M into Pc2k) are V-homotopic. A second application of 4.4 (to 
ho = h’ =J,) gives that 
is also V-homotopic to f,. By transitivity f. = hk,2k~0 and /‘, = Iz~,~J, 
belong to the same V-homotopy class in [M, P(zk)]v~~~ and therefore-L, and 
/, define the same element in the limit 
This shows that p”: [M, P”( lRoL)]vnC Rx, + L,(M) is one-to-one, and com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 1.6. 
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